Pro Light FastTrack Bag
For professionals who prefer the most comfortable
and fastest carrying solutions

For professionals who prefer the most comfortable and least cumbersome carrying solutions, Manfrotto
introduces the new Pro Light FastTrack 2-in-1 sling camera bag plus integrated camera strap – the
market’s first ever camera sling to feature an integrated camera strap. This innovative carrying solution
enables photographers to avoid kit that is not essential.
The new Pro Light FastTrack’s dual purpose makes the job easier: photographers can now enjoy their
favourite CSC camera (e.g. SONY Alpha 7, Alpha 7R II, Alpha 7S, Alpha 7S II, Alpha 7R III, Alpha 9) with the
adaptable camera strap and quickly and safely store their CSC in the sling. With a single gesture and without
detaching the camera from the strap. This process can be repeated fast. The camera compartment locks
so users can concentrate on capturing the perfect image with full peace of mind. The camera strap connects
via a secure camera attachment lock/unlock mechanism. The Pro Light FastTrack enables photographers to
never get their bag’s shoulder straps and camera strap tangled up again. Thanks to a second, easy-access
side compartment, the bag also holds 2 additional lenses (e.g. a 70-200 mm f/4 and 16-35 mm f/4 in main
compartment).
Like all Manfrotto Pro Light models, the FastTrack is made of strong-yet-lightweight, reinforced waterrepellent fabric and sturdy but light hardware. It is built to carry heavy duty equipment and provide longlasting comfort. The signature Manfrotto Camera Protection System (CPS) inside makes the camera sling
strong enough to withstand the most intense use, ensuring the long-term protection of valuable gear. A
dedicated device pocket fits a device up to 9.7” tablet and an internal bungee cord can secure a PIXI mini
tripod. The Pro Light FastTrack also features additional pockets for accessories.
With Pro Light FastTrack, Manfrotto reconfirms its leadership as market innovator, pushing the limits of
technology to create a brand-new product.
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